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Summary. In this article, we show the properties of the calculating type state ma-
chines. In the first section, we have defined calculating type state machines of which the state
transition only depends on the first input. We have also proved theorems of the state machines.
In the second section, we defined Moore machines with final states. We also introduced the
concept of result of the Moore machines. In the last section, we proved the correctness of
several calculating type of Moore machines.
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The articles [14], [7], [18], [15], [9], [1], [13], [4], [6], [5], [3], [12], [2], [17], [10], [8], [16], and
[11] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. CALCULATING TYPE

For simplicity, we use the following convention:x, y are real numbers,i, j are non empty natural
numbers,I , O are non empty sets,s, s1, s2, s3 are elements ofI , w, w1, w2 are finite sequences of
elements ofI , t is an element ofO, S is a non empty FSM overI , andq, q1 are states ofS.

Let us considerI , S, q, w. We introduce GEN(w,q) as a synonym of(q,w)-admissible.
Let us considerI , S, q, w. One can verify that GEN(w,q) is non empty.
One can prove the following three propositions:

(1) GEN(〈s〉,q) = 〈q, (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s〉〉)〉.

(2) GEN(〈s1,s2〉,q) = 〈q, (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉), (the transition ofS)(〈〈(the transition of
S)(〈〈q, s1〉〉), s2〉〉)〉.

(3) GEN(〈s1,s2,s3〉,q) = 〈q, (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉), (the transition ofS)(〈〈(the transition
of S)(〈〈q, s1〉〉), s2〉〉), (the transition ofS)(〈〈(the transition ofS)(〈〈(the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉),
s2〉〉), s3〉〉)〉.

Let us considerI , S. We say thatS is calculating type if and only if the condition (Def. 1) is
satisfied.

(Def. 1) Let givenj and givenw1, w2. Supposew1(1) = w2(1) and j ≤ lenw1+1 and j ≤ lenw2+1.
Then(GEN(w1, the initial state ofS))( j) = (GEN(w2, the initial state ofS))( j).
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We now state four propositions:

(4) SupposeS is calculating type. Let givenw1, w2. Supposew1(1) = w2(1). Then
GEN(w1, the initial state ofS) and GEN(w2, the initial state ofS) are⊆-comparable.

(5) Suppose that for allw1, w2 such thatw1(1) = w2(1) holds GEN(w1, the initial state ofS)
and GEN(w2, the initial state ofS) are⊆-comparable. ThenS is calculating type.

(6) SupposeS is calculating type. Let givenw1, w2. Supposew1(1) = w2(1) and lenw1 =
lenw2. Then GEN(w1, the initial state ofS) = GEN(w2, the initial state ofS).

(7) Suppose that for allw1, w2 such thatw1(1) = w2(1) and lenw1 = lenw2 holds GEN(w1, the
initial state ofS) = GEN(w2, the initial state ofS). ThenS is calculating type.

Let us considerI , S, q, s. We say thatq is accessible vias if and only if:

(Def. 2) There exists a finite sequencew of elements ofI such that the initial state ofS
〈s〉aw−→ q.

Let us considerI , S, q. We say thatq is accessible if and only if:

(Def. 3) There exists a finite sequencew of elements ofI such that the initial state ofS
w−→ q.

One can prove the following propositions:

(8) If q is accessible vias, thenq is accessible.

(9) If q is accessible andq 6= the initial state ofS, then there existss such thatq is accessible
via s.

(10) The initial state ofS is accessible.

(11) SupposeSis calculating type andq is accessible vias. Then there exists a non empty natural
numberm such that for everyw if lenw+1≥m andw(1) = s, thenq = (GEN(w, the initial
state ofS))(m) and for everyi such thati < m holds(GEN(w, the initial state ofS))(i) 6= q.

Let us considerI , S. We say thatS is regular if and only if:

(Def. 4) Every state ofS is accessible.

Next we state several propositions:

(12) If for all s1, s2, q holds (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉) = (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s2〉〉), thenS
is calculating type.

(13) Let givenS. Suppose that

(i) for all s1, s2, q such thatq 6= the initial state ofSholds (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉) = (the
transition ofS)(〈〈q, s2〉〉), and

(ii) for all s, q1 holds (the transition ofS)(〈〈q1, s〉〉) 6= the initial state ofS.

ThenS is calculating type.

(14) SupposeS is regular and calculating type. Let givens1, s2, q. If q 6= the initial state ofS,
then(GEN(〈s1〉,q))(2) = (GEN(〈s2〉,q))(2).

(15) SupposeS is regular and calculating type. Let givens1, s2, q. Supposeq 6= the initial state
of S. Then (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s1〉〉) = (the transition ofS)(〈〈q, s2〉〉).

(16) SupposeS is regular and calculating type. Let givens, s1, s2, q. Suppose (the transition
of S)(〈〈the initial state ofS, s1〉〉) 6= (the transition ofS)(〈〈the initial state ofS, s2〉〉). Then (the
transition ofS)(〈〈q, s〉〉) 6= the initial state ofS.
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2. STATE MACHINE WITH FINAL STATES

Let I be a set. We introduce state machines overI with final states which are extensions of FSM
overI and are systems

〈 a carrier, a transition, an initial state, final states〉,
where the carrier is a set, the transition is a function from[: the carrier, I :] into the carrier, the initial
state is an element of the carrier, and the final states constitute a subset of the carrier.

Let I be a set. Observe that there exists a state machine overI with final states which is non
empty.

Let us considerI , s and letSbe a non empty state machine overI with final states. We say that
s leads to final state ofS if and only if:

(Def. 5) There exists a stateq of Ssuch thatq is accessible vias andq∈ the final states ofS.

Let us considerI and letSbe a non empty state machine overI with final states. We say thatS
is halting if and only if:

(Def. 6) s leads to final state ofS.

Let I be a set and letO be a non empty set. We consider Moore state machines overI andO
with final states as extensions of state machine overI with final states and Moore-FSM overI , O as
systems

〈 a carrier, a transition, an output function, an initial state, final states〉,
where the carrier is a set, the transition is a function from[: the carrier, I :] into the carrier, the output
function is a function from the carrier intoO, the initial state is an element of the carrier, and the
final states constitute a subset of the carrier.

Let I be a set and letO be a non empty set. One can verify that there exists a Moore state
machine overI andO with final states which is non empty and strict.

Let us considerI , O, let i, f be sets, and leto be a function from{i, f} into O. The functor
I -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) yields a non empty strict Moore state machine overI and O with
final states and is defined by the conditions (Def. 7).

(Def. 7)(i) The carrier ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) = {i, f},
(ii) the transition ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) = [:{i, f}, I :] 7−→ f ,

(iii) the output function ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) = o,

(iv) the initial state ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) = i, and

(v) the final states ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) = { f}.

Next we state the proposition

(17) Let i, f be sets,o be a function from{i, f} into O, and givenj. If 1 < j and j ≤ lenw+1,
then(GEN(w, the initial state ofI -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o)))( j) = f .

Let us considerI , O, let i, f be sets, and leto be a function from{i, f} into O. Observe that
I -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) is calculating type.

Let us considerI , O, let i, f be sets, and leto be a function from{i, f} into O. Note that
I -TwoStatesMooreSM(i, f ,o) is halting.

In the sequeln, m are non empty natural numbers andM is a non empty Moore state machine
overI andO with final states.

One can prove the following proposition

(18) Suppose that

(i) M is calculating type,

(ii) s leads to final state ofM, and

(iii) the initial state ofM /∈ the final states ofM.

Then there exists a non empty natural numberm such that
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(iv) for every w such that lenw+ 1 ≥ m and w(1) = s holds (GEN(w, the initial state of
M))(m) ∈ the final states ofM, and

(v) for all w, j such thatj ≤ lenw+1 andw(1) = s and j < m holds(GEN(w, the initial state
of M))( j) /∈ the final states ofM.

3. CORRECTNESS OF ARESULT OFSTATE MACHINE

Let us considerI , O, M, s and lett be a set. We say thatt is a result ofs in M if and only if the
condition (Def. 8) is satisfied.

(Def. 8) There existsm such that for everyw if w(1) = s, then if m≤ lenw+ 1, then t = (the
output function ofM)((GEN(w, the initial state ofM))(m)) and(GEN(w, the initial state of
M))(m) ∈ the final states ofM and for everyn such thatn < m and n ≤ lenw+ 1 holds
(GEN(w, the initial state ofM))(n) /∈ the final states ofM.

One can prove the following propositions:

(19) Suppose the initial state ofM ∈ the final states ofM. Then (the output function ofM)(the
initial state ofM) is a result ofs in M.

(20) Suppose that

(i) M is calculating type,

(ii) s leads to final state ofM, and

(iii) the initial state ofM /∈ the final states ofM.

Then there existst which is a result ofs in M.

(21) SupposeM is calculating type ands leads to final state ofM. Let t1, t2 be elements ofO. If
t1 is a result ofs in M andt2 is a result ofs in M, thent1 = t2.

(22) LetX be a non empty set,f be a binary operation onX, andM be a non empty Moore state
machine over[:X, X :] andX∪{X} with final states. Suppose that

(i) M is calculating type,

(ii) the carrier ofM = X∪{X},
(iii) the final states ofM = X,

(iv) the initial state ofM = X,

(v) the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM, and

(vi) for all elementsx, y of X holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = f (x,
y).

ThenM is halting and for all elementsx, y of X holds f (x, y) is a result of〈〈x, y〉〉 in M.

(23) Let M be a non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] andR∪{R} with final states.
Suppose thatM is calculating type and the carrier ofM = R∪ {R} and the final states of
M = R and the initial state ofM = R and the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM and for
all x, y such thatx≥ y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x and for
all x, y such thatx < y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = y. Let x,
y be elements ofR. Then max(x,y) is a result of〈〈x, y〉〉 in M.

(24) Let M be a non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] andR∪{R} with final states.
Suppose thatM is calculating type and the carrier ofM = R∪ {R} and the final states of
M = R and the initial state ofM = R and the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM and for
all x, y such thatx < y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x and for
all x, y such thatx≥ y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = y. Let x,
y be elements ofR. Then min(x,y) is a result of〈〈x, y〉〉 in M.
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(25) Let M be a non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] andR∪{R} with final states.
Suppose that

(i) M is calculating type,

(ii) the carrier ofM = R∪{R},
(iii) the final states ofM = R,

(iv) the initial state ofM = R,

(v) the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM, and

(vi) for all x, y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x+y.

Let x, y be elements ofR. Thenx+y is a result of〈〈x, y〉〉 in M.

(26) Let M be a non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] andR∪{R} with final states.
Suppose thatM is calculating type and the carrier ofM = R∪ {R} and the final states of
M = R and the initial state ofM = R and the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM and for
all x, y such thatx> 0 ory> 0 holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = 1
and for allx, y such thatx = 0 or y = 0 butx≤ 0 buty≤ 0 holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the
initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = 0 and for allx, y such thatx< 0 andy< 0 holds (the transition of
M)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = −1. Let x, y be elements ofR. Then max(sgnx,sgny)
is a result of〈〈x, y〉〉 in M.

Let us considerI , O. One can check that there exists a non empty Moore state machine overI
andO with final states which is calculating type and halting.

Let us considerI . Observe that there exists a non empty state machine overI with final states
which is calculating type and halting.

Let us considerI , O, let M be a calculating type halting non empty Moore state machine overI
andO with final states, and let us considers. The functor Result(s,M) yielding an element ofO is
defined by:

(Def. 9) Result(s,M) is a result ofs in M.

We now state several propositions:

(27) For every functionf from {0,1} into O holds Result(s, I -TwoStatesMooreSM(0,1, f )) =
f (1).

(28) Let M be a calculating type halting non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] and
R∪{R} with final states. Suppose that

(i) the carrier ofM = R∪{R},
(ii) the final states ofM = R,

(iii) the initial state ofM = R,

(iv) the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM,

(v) for all x, y such thatx≥ y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x,
and

(vi) for all x, y such thatx < y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = y.

Let x, y be elements ofR. Then Result(〈〈x, y〉〉,M) = max(x,y).

(29) Let M be a calculating type halting non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] and
R∪{R} with final states. Suppose that

(i) the carrier ofM = R∪{R},
(ii) the final states ofM = R,

(iii) the initial state ofM = R,

(iv) the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM,
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(v) for all x, y such thatx < y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x,
and

(vi) for all x, y such thatx≥ y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = y.

Let x, y be elements ofR. Then Result(〈〈x, y〉〉,M) = min(x,y).

(30) Let M be a calculating type halting non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] and
R∪{R} with final states. Suppose that

(i) the carrier ofM = R∪{R},
(ii) the final states ofM = R,

(iii) the initial state ofM = R,

(iv) the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM, and

(v) for all x, y holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = x+y.

Let x, y be elements ofR. Then Result(〈〈x, y〉〉,M) = x+y.

(31) Let M be a calculating type halting non empty Moore state machine over[:R, R :] and
R∪{R} with final states. Suppose that the carrier ofM = R∪{R} and the final states of
M = R and the initial state ofM = R and the output function ofM = idthe carrier ofM and for
all x, y such thatx> 0 ory> 0 holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = 1
and for allx, y such thatx = 0 or y = 0 butx≤ 0 buty≤ 0 holds (the transition ofM)(〈〈the
initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = 0 and for allx, y such thatx < 0 andy < 0 holds (the transition
of M)(〈〈the initial state ofM, 〈〈x, y〉〉〉〉) = −1. Let x, y be elements ofR. Then Result(〈〈x,
y〉〉,M) = max(sgnx,sgny).
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